
Dedication: 

 

Not sure why the nature is so brutally disposseive of its’ brightest assets!  Not all humans are 

born equal and some come with a spirit that exudes fragrance and keep on moving every 

moment trying to make this world a better place for as many. They trespass beyond the 

boundaries of agenda, create discourses charting new avenues for work and extend their 

surplus of life to the millions in this world who strive for warmth and light. Phangisile Mtshali 

Mancia was (I struggle with myself as I say “was” and wish  I keep on  saying  is ,  in place)  an 

Angeline soul for us and for many in this world, as she  appeared without any premonition 

and planning while maintaining the rout to exit in the same way – mercurial and evanescent .  

Liver foundation, West Bengal owes its’ very maturity to her. She came to us when we were 

looking for roofs above as a pea that had just germinated, way back in 2007. With divine 

affection, she holds our hand as we were crawling and then started walking. In those days of 

infancy for our organization, she was like a constant source of inspiration in all our work, 

encouraging us to think deeper and dream bigger and wider through the horizon. We could 

reach out to thousands literally as she kept on clapping in joy and ecstasy that marked her 

Omni charming personality. We graduated from program implementation to building 

institution and Phangisile was with us with all her eternally overflowing wishes. 

We think it is too selfish on the part of the Mother Nature to dress her differently as she is 

today. She had heaps of flowers embedded within her existence and did not need any more as 

we offer her at the moment. Simplicity, assertion and determination are the virtues that she 

has infected us with ever and we promise to keep those flowing through the oceans, above 

the mountains and beyond the limits of human culpability as she taught us. Adieu 

Phangisile… 
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